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Claudine Marzik :  Wet season no. 27 [2003] 
 
The Gallery has purchased a major painting from accomplished local painter Claudine Marzik, a 
resident of Cairns (Smithfield( and long-time supporter of Cairns Regional Gallery. Marzik has an 
extensive exhibition history, with shows throughout Australia and internationally (Japan and 
Switzerland) and has been the recipient of numerous art awards locally, statewide and nationally. 
 
Claudine Marzik was born in Basel Switzerland and immigrated to Australia in 1988. A largely self-
taught artist, she has developed a distinct abstract style, based on her pre-occupation with shape, 
tone, texture and cross-cultural influences. Marzik’s self-training borrows much from the work of the 
1950s when abstraction allowed the artist to distil forms to their basic essence. Abstraction is part of 
a universal art of the twentieth century that sought a balanced fusion of colour and form. Her further 
inclination is toward Minimalism, paring back many original coats of colour and line and gesture to find 
an essence of form. 
 
In her paintings Marzik responds to the seasonal changes of her environment.  She traces these 
changes indirectly through the effect of the weather on weatherboards and fence palings, the patina 
formed on the bark of tree trunks and the almost marbling effect of pattern you find on rocks and 
boulders.  The fields and grassland that adopt a new look with every change of the season also 
determine her choice of colour and surface. 
 
The wet areas in the Far North, and the variation of colours of the dry regions, the desert and the 
outback, give Marzik a great selection for inspiration.  Her works are abstracted distillations of her 
responses.  The textured surfaces on her canvas are an almost sculptured workmanship.  She achieves 
the various mark makings by applying several layers of paint onto the canvas.  Between sanding, 
scratching and washing off some of the paint, the surface develops. There is a raw energy in the 
application of paint revealing luscious surfaces directly applied by brush or pallet knife. Her highly 
animated and textured canvasses are built up with many layers of paint, often these are reworked to 
create a deep reflection on her subject matter.  
 
Marzik’s Wet Seasons series has been exhibited extensively locally and interstate [as individual works] 
and has been featured in a number of national travelling exhibitions curated by Gavin Wilson, namely 
Beneath the Monsoon: Visions North of Capricorn and Fireworks: Tracing the Incendiary in Australian Art. 
 
Wet season no. 27 (2003) was exhibited at Cairns Regional Gallery in 2006 in a curated exhibition 
titled Paradise Found: Imagining the Tropics, an exhibition that celebrated the landscape and places of 
Far North Queensland as well as focusing on the personal vision and collective contributions made by 
artists like Charles Callins, Sam Tupou, Ray Crooke, Rosella Namok, Yvonne Boag and Claudine 
Marzik. Similar wet season paintings have also been on display at the Gallery in other exhibitions 
including Torrid Zone: Paluma to Cooktown and Northern Views. 
 
The acquisition of this particular work Wet season no. 27 [2003] continues the Gallery’s relationship 
with established artists of the region, enhancing our holdings of works under the genre of Australian 
landscape painting. Marzik is currently represented in the collection by 3 paintings. 
 


